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great little tool. the simple interface made it a breeze to install
each of the drivers and configured my laptop so that it all

worked. i’ve been battling with installing 7 (win7) and getting
it to boot on my asus laptop, and didn’t have too much luck.
after this tool, i managed to install it and got my fan to work

again. i’m a fan of this little tool, and hope to use it in the
future. thanks for this program. i have been dealing with this
graphics driver issue for a while now. it’s good to know that
this program existed. after so much trial and error i am now

able to use all of my external monitors. this is a lifesaver. i've
had a similar problem with the 32bit built of win7 x64. the

application that i have created doesn't work correctly on x64.
the problem is that i have a script that automatically closes the

current application, then opens the application i want to run
and then relaunches the application i have just closed. in win7

x64 the script no longer works correctly. after a brief
investigation, i found out that the function to close the
application and then reopen it is not available to 64bit
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applications. this was a major issue for me because i am
developing in visual studio 2008 sp1 and i have no idea how to
go about fixing this. in short, i have to run my scripts in a 32bit
environment and then i have to close the application i want to
run. when i open the application i want to run i have to close

the application i am currently working on. solution: i have
decided to install wine x86 on my 64bit win7 machine and to
develop in the 32bit visual studio environment. with a little

work i can then port the application to run on 64bit. i may just
have to turn off the application's ability to run in the 64bit

environment in order to get it working.
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i was trying to install sp3 for win7, and was getting a message
that i had to upgrade my "services". i right clicked on the start
button and clicked "services", and found that only the ones i

wanted were running. when i right clicked on the "services" tab
in the start menu, i found that there were over 40 services

running. i have win7 x64 rc build 7100. i am having some very
strange issues with visual studio 2008 pro sp1. when

developing a web application i cannot add any web content
forms. i can add web forms but when using the web content
form i do not get the 2nd dialog allowing me to select the

master page. it just never comes up. this has become quite
annoying. i can however create a content form by right clicking

on the master page and selected create content form. other
than that i have no issues running vs2008 sp1 under win7 x64.
driver easy is compatible with windows 7 64-bit and windows 7

32-bit operating systems. when installing, you will be
prompted to install the 32-bit or 64-bit version of windows. the
download link will be in the download area. run driver easy to
begin the installation process. the software scans all drivers
and checks to see if there are any good current updates for
them and notifies you about them and just to mention how

easy the interface is anyone can use it and i definitely
recommend buying pro which i do not have but wish to have.
driver booster pro is a complete and top-notch driver updater

that's easy to use and learn. it not only finds and installs driver
updates for your pc, but it also has special features like

automatic driver update, one-click driver management and
more. driver booster pro constantly keeps your pc protected

with the latest drivers. additionally, it also installs and updates
all of your software and tools like adobe creative suite,
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